Bittersweet Talk Series

20 March 2024, 11-13
Eric CULLHED (Uppsala)
*Crying in the sunshine*

25 March 2024, 11-13
Sara DELLANTONIO (Trento)
*When the fog lifts.*
*Lack of emotional awareness and anhedonia*

26 March 2024, 11-13
Federica GREGORATTO (Berlin)
*Affective injustice, transformative fury and the desire for recognition*

27 March 2024, 11-13
Ditte MUNCH-JURISIC (Copenhagen)
*Uncertainty in emotion perception*

9 April 2024, 11-13
Curie VIRÁG (Edinburgh)
*Pleasure, suffering and virtuous agency in 11th century China*

10 April 2024, 11-13
Ursula HESS (Berlin)
*Do we trust and like people who show mixed emotion expressions?*

15 April 2024, 11-13
Anna MARMODORO (Durham)
*Mereological causation: ancient causal models for power mixtures*

16 April 2024, 11-13
Donncha O’ROURKE (Edinburgh)
*The Epicureans and psychic conflict*

17 April 2024, 11-13 – online
Carola BARBERO (Torino)
*Who’s afraid of fictional characters?*

22 April 2024, 11-13
Marco VIOLA (Roma Tre)
*On valence*

Contact
Pia Campeggiani (Bologna): pia.campeggiani2@unibo.it

Sala Rossa
Via Azzo Gardino 23, Bologna
or join us online at http://tinyurl.com/mx6whcnt